112 Willowbrook Ln, West Chester, PA 19382
TheStudio@RDSautogroup.com • 484-424-0290

Creativity Takes Courage — To step out from the ordinary
and achieve something astonishing takes a level of passion
and courage rarely found. Proof of this is exemplified in the
design of the cars we drive. We at The Studio take a leap
from convention and aspire to capture the perfect balance of
the beauty and functionality courageously designed into your
vehicle. We’ll imaginatively pose your vehicle in our studio or
beyond its walls. Please join us at our West Chester location
for a consultation as to how we can artistically photograph
your car in a timeless fashion that invites the bold design of
your vehicle into your home.

Basic Studio Package — $575.00
Two images of angles and elements chosen by you or our
photographer. A 45° front complimented by a rear shot, or
you may choose to capture a unique detail of your car. Our
basic studio package employs the eye and technical talent of
our photographer to best capture what you love most about
your vehicle.
• Includes a car wash by hand
• Up to a 60 minute studio session
• 2 skillfully edited high-resolution digital images
formatted for online sharing and personal use 		
(desktop backgrounds, smartphone backgrounds)
• 1 mounted and black framed photograph
Choice of 10”x15”, 12”x12”, 10”x13”

Full Studio Package — $1,595.00
An all-encomposing photographic journey that captures the
details and nuances that make your vehicle special. Consult
with our photographer prior to your session and discuss the
characteristics you want to capture and remember for a
lifetime.
• 1 full vehicle detail
• Up to a 120 minute studio session
• 12 skillfully edited high-resolution digital images
formatted for online sharing and personal use 		
(desktop backgrounds, smartphone backgrounds)
• 1 8x11 “Lay-Flat” coffee table photography book
• 1 canvas wrap or mounted and black framed photograph
Choice of 16”x24”, 20”x20”, 20”x24” for photograph.
Canvas wrap measures 12”x18”

Destination Package — Starting at $2,695
Step outside the walls of our studio and into the wild with this
package. Let our team scout for the perfect location, or you
may provide one yourself, to capture stunning and dramatic
images that visually bend photography as you know it. From
stately homefront photos to action shots that capture the raw
beauty and energy of your vehicle, we pack up our equipment and bring the studio experience to you. Locations and
concepts are limited only by your imagination. A pre and post
consultation is highly recommended, as this experience is bespoke to both the customer and car. Our team is available to
travel anywhere in the world to deliver a unique experience
and timeless images.

CREATIVITY
T A K E S
COURAGE
— Henri Matisse

